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•

Ionised gas and
stars observed with
MUSE as part of
TIMER survey
(PI: Gadotti)

•

Archival HST
(PI: Calzetti) and
ALMA data
(PI: Sandstrom)

•

D = 10 Mpc,
M* ~ MMW,
SFR in nuclear ring ~
1 Msun/yr. No AGN.

NGC 3351
•

In addition to nuclear ring
and linear gas feeding
lanes, a transverse shell
of molecular gas and
dust is present

•

Not expected from purely
gravitational effects

•

Can we use peculiar
morphology as a
boundary condition
to help constrain
efficiency of
stellar feedback?
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Molecular Gas
Morphology

•

Hydrodynamic
simulations tailored
to the potential of
NGC 3351 confirm
that this dusty
molecular shell is
not expected
solely from gravity
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Ionised Gas
Kinematics
•

Hα emission in MUSE
cube shows ionised gas
radially expanding from
ring, bounded in cavity
by dusty gas shell.

Stellar Feedback in NGC 3351
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Emission Line
Diagnostics
•

Emission line ratios are
consistent with a shock
origin in the cavity.

•

Observed velocity
dispersion is consistent
with fast shock model
predictions for line ratios

•

Use STARBURST99
models together with
analytic sub-grid feedback
prescriptions to model
momentum injection to the
gas due to:

- Direct photon pressure
: Circular velocities derived from stellar dy- Supernovae
d) and CO
kinematics (green), allow for a
velocity- dispersion
into gravitational and
Stellar Winds
s. Black points indicate the observed H↵ ro- Photoionisation heating
e use in solving equation 2 to derive
.
grav,H↵

area shows the possible fraction of H↵ velocs turbulent in nature, with the range due to
ocity anisotropy. Magenta lines indicate the
ak.

Momentum Flux

Feedback
Energetics
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ion/source (which comes out of the SB99
back models, and includes dependencies on
city and dust opacity parameter ). The
s for the shell distance-time evolution are
ix B.
mical arguments and simulations suggest a
origin of the transverse shell, we can now
what timescale, the observed feedback enerthe transverse
shellenough
of cold gas/dust
from
• Is there
energy
o its current
fromposition.
the star forming nuclear
ws the time evolution of the dusty molecmovefrom
thethe
molecular
ing the ring
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feedback
shell from
the ring
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heating
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bubble evolution
present
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figure show
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prescriptions
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feedback
n the input
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actor. and bubble expansion
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ion of the transverse shell appears radially
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m state. If continued momentum injection
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nt with the pattern of additional transverse
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A consistent scenario?
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•

Direct photon pressure from SF
ring could be responsible for
moving the dusty molecular gas
shell out from the ring initially.

•

Sustained SF/SNe maintains
hot, low density ionised gas
outflow in the cavity, which
shocks when crossing
underlying galaxy velocity field.

•

Signatures of multiple
episodes evident in co-located
kinematic/morphological
features

R. Leaman et al.
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Figure 11. HST F555W-F814W greyscale image (left) showing the prim

Survival of the
molecular gas

•

Molecular and neutral gas
shells and ‘streamers’ seen in
larger galactic-scale winds
(e.g., Walter et al. 2017) .

•

Naively might expect the gas to
be destroyed or heated on
short timescales.

•

Can the molecular gas
survive the hot, energetic
outflow generated in our
favoured feedback scenario?

•

Lets evaluate three scenarios
from literature…

Survival of the
molecular gas

Condensation Scenario: Hot
gas shatters into droplets,
which cool isobarically even in
outflows. Get “fog” of cold gas
condensing in the outflow
(e.g., McCourt et al. 2018)
- Only gets you to neutral
phase. As outflow is
supersonic, the cooling time is
longer than ‘crushing’ and
entrainment timescales. in-situ
condensation not likely in this
system.

omposite image of the central region of NGC 3351 made as part of the LEGUS survey

55W-F814W greyscale image (left) showing the primary dust shell (S1), as well as a smaller secondary dust feature
shell has an associated ionized gas outflow kinematic signature (Vr e s, H ↵ shown as coloured contours) and shows a

Survival of the
molecular
gas
densation

Radiative Scenario: Certain
Thompson et al. (2016) then give the critical radius
mass
loading
factors
where radiative
cooling
would take
over as: are
Stellarthat
Feedback
NGC 3351 13
18) recently posited
a cold in
compoconducive
to
radiative
2.92
1.79
0.789cooling
e in-situ in the outflow, if the hot gas
Rcool / ⌘
Ri SF R
(11)
at radius
Rcool 7000 kpc
roplets which isobarically cool on short
0.1  Rcool
(12)
system, the ratio of the cooling time to
(Thompson et al. 2016)
Mass Loading

for any clouds is tcool /tcrush ⇠ M = 2.
utflow is supersonic, we don’t expect this
cur - and even if it did, the entrainment
nsed gas to move with the hot flow) would
longer than the crushing time (see Table
e authors note that this process should
m ionized to neutral gas, and may not apself-gravitating molecular gas. Therefore
out in-situ condensation as an origin for
hell in NGC 3351.

At first glance, the uncertainties in the modeled initial mass
loading factor do not constrain this cooling radius. Similarly,
if we ask the inverse question - what would be the SFR and
For cooling
occur
at radius at
mass loading- factor
necessary totohave
the cooling
the observedobserved
location of theradius
CO shell,need:
we find:
⌘crit
log ⌃SF R,crit

0.342
/ RCO,obs
Ri0.613 SF R 0.27

2.5 (13)

1.27
/ Ri0.267 RCO,obs
⌘ 3.70 & 0.5+51

(14)

The critical
mass loadingbut
and requires
SFR surface density nec- Possible,
essary for radiative cooling to dominate, are both within the
higher mass loading than
range of the values of ⌘ from our expansion models (e.g., the
limitsinimplied
byHowever
expansion
grey parallelogram
Figure 10).
an independent
constraint onmodel
the massand
loading
factor can
come from conescape
velocity
sidering the fraction of mass in the outflow that is above
curvecurve
(< 0.13)
the escape velocity
of the galactic potential. As outCooling
Figure 10. Mass-loading factor (mass outflow rate divided by
lined in Thompson & Krumholz (2016), even regions of the
SFR) as a function of time from the combined SB99, feedback and
that are impacted by sub-Eddington momentum injecbubble evolution
models (coloured
dashed
scenario
(e.g., Thompson
et al.lines).
2016)Shown
al- as theISM

Survival of the
molecular gas

origin for the cold gas is plausible in general,
in NGC 3351 given the low SFR and column d
short travel time and distance. In addition, th
duction times suggest that the temperature stru
the inner part of the cavity (⇠ 104 yr) will be h
efficiently, perhaps inhibiting either cooling or c
scenarios.

Magnetic Scenario:
Magnetic field lines
permeating through dusty
6.3 Magnetic Entrainment
cold gas, help keep it from
Finally we consider the survival of the molecul
disrupting,
prevent
context of ourand
favoured
dynamical scenario (§3
molecular gas was
launched from the central ri
conductive
heating
by direct photon pressure operating on the dust
(McCourt
al. 2015)
ular gas canet
be aided
in its survival during such

by the galaxy’s magnetic field lines (McCourt
These would initially be wound through the d
the ring, and could prevent the molecular sh
rupting as it is pushed out, while also inhibitin
heating.
To further test the feasibility of this scena
the arguments of McCourt et al. (2015), who no
molecular shell feels a drag force as it expand
due to the magnetic field lines - akin to pushi
curve,
net. The magnetic field lines in the molecular
therefore impart a radius of curvature to the o
of:
✓
◆
VAl f v én 2
Rcurve ⇠
Rcloud
Vout f low

-B-field produces drag force
on expanding gas shell,
imparts radius of curvature.
From imaging, can measure
R
yields estimate of:
B ~ 330 μG.

From the HST and ALMA images, the p

Summary and Implications
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•

•

R. Leaman et al.

Stellar feedback can have
substantive effect on underlying
gas morphology and dynamics. In
this system the central region has
an energy budget comparable to
low luminosity AGN.

V2
S2

Survival of the molecular gas in this
energetic outflow is possibly aided
by magnetic fields.

V1

•

Similar features in other systems
may allow for differential constraints
on stellar feedback efficiency as a
function of host galaxy SFR, mass.

S1

Figure 11. HST F555W-F814W greyscale image (left) showing the prim

